
spring | summer‘24



Step into the enchanting world of Skitso’s Spring/
Summer ‘24 Luminaires collection as the sun extends 
its warm embrace, bidding adieu to the bittersweet 
memories of autumn. 
A new chapter is ready to unfold, in which nature 
once again takes center stage in a vibrant dance of 
colors and textures reflected on the outfits of our 
Little Girls.

Within this luminous tale of the season, our Blooming 
Girls with their flower umbrellas capture the sweet 
fragrance of blossoming florals, infusing every space 
with nature’s aromas. 
The spring wind playfully awakens the Girls’ colorful 
outfits, creating a sense of constant movement and 
life.

In this captivating narrative, follow Vale’s little heart-
shaped button, nearly skipping a beat as she encoun-
ters Lucas, the Little Guy from past collections, while 
Millimou suggests playing “he loves me-he loves me 
not” with the daisy buttons on her jacket. Simultane-
ously, the almond tree on Frabala’s romantic skirt is 
poised to bloom, welcoming the springtime.

Amidst this lively metamorphosis of colors and tex-
tures, select Little Girls gracefully transform into 
standing luminaires in their XL-sized version. They 
share the stage with the timeless ethereal Ballerina 
and the edgy Papier-Mâché collections, each narrat-
ing a unique version of the same tale.

Follow the graceful movement of the Little Girls’ 
dresses and watch as your space transforms into a 
kaleidoscope of hues that transcends seasons.



TABLE
LAMPS 
dimensions 
85 x 35 x 20 cm

material 
wood & fabric



01                                                                                                      ALTANA



02                                                                                                        AMAYA



03                                                                                                           ARLA



04                                                                                                B ROSEMARY



05                                                                                                          BUGA



06                                                                                                         DOTTY



07                                                                                                         FAUSTA



08                                                                                                    FRABALA



09                                                                                                           GOΝNI



10                                                                                                           KALI



11                                                                                                          KAVITA



12                                                                                                              LILO



13                                                                                                          LYCKIA



14                                                                                                       MANDY



15                                                                                                        MEGAN



16                                                                                                  MILLIMOU



17                                                                                                         MONA



18                                                                                                          NAMI



19                                                                                                       PAEONIA



20                                                                                                       ROULA



21                                                                                                    SANTORA 



22                                                                                                         STELAR



23                                                                                                        TONIKA



24                                                                                                     YIOUNA



25                                                                                                         ZORA



26                                                                              BLOOMING - AUDREY



27                                                                              BLOOMING - MORTICIA



STANDING
LAMPS 
dimensions 
160 x 34 x 34 cm

material 
wood & fabric



01                                                                                                          ARLA-XL



02                                                                                              B ROSEMARY-XL



03                                                                                                     DOTTY-XL



04                                                                                            FRABALA-XL 



05                                                                                                         KALI-XL



06                                                                                                          LILO-XL



07                                                                                                     LYCKIA-XL



08                                                                                                       MEGAN-XL



09                                                                                                 MILLIMOU-XL



10                                                                                                        MONA-XL



11                                                                                                       NAMI-XL



12                                                                                                   PAEONIA-XL



13                                                                                                     ROULA-XL



14                                                                                                SANTORA-XL



SPECIAL
EDITION
dimensions 
85 x 35 x 20 cm
160 x 34 x 34 cm

material 
wood & fabric



01                                                                                                           VALE



02                                                                                                     VALE-XL
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